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Description
Although intelligent technologies are widely used in many facets of 

contemporary society, services need adopt certain strategies. Basic 
interactions involve helping clients and those in charge of providing 
services to them. Additionally, we discover that justice orientation 
reinforces the harmful association between spiritual leadership and 
workplace exclusion. These findings offer useful practical implications 
for hotel managers concerned about the effects of workplace ostracism 
on employees' and organisations' outcomes to comprehend the role of 
relationship management between hotel chains and their key TSC 
agents in order to overcome economic hardship. They also highlight 
key theoretical contributions to the existing literature on spiritual 
leadership, job social support, justice orientation, and workplace 
ostracism.

Include the identification of governments, tour operators, and rivals 
as the crucial relationships that hospitality must manage. By creating 
and empirically testing a multilevel model in the hotel sector, our 
findings have significant ramifications for the relationship between 
ethical leadership and environmentally friendly behaviour. In 
particular, it is unknown how ethical leadership behaviours influence 
CSR activities and how CSR can increase employee trust in the 
organisation. The findings, which were based on data collected from a 
sample of front line staff members at international tourist hotels in 
Taiwan, demonstrate that the aesthetic labour burden  has a negative

impact on work engagement while the employee traits of physical 
attractiveness, positive emotion display, and helpfulness have positive 
effects.

The research findings would shed some light on the environmental, 
social and governance literature and open the door to the creation of 
brand-new ESG-focused practices and socially conscious investment 
strategies that would improve the financial performance of tourism 
related businesses and advance society. In the hospitality sector, Small 
and Medium sized Enterprises (SMEs) are crucial to the growth of the 
local economy. However, a smaller participation from SMEs in the 
hotel industry may be prevented by inadequate access to funding. The 
existence of information asymmetries between borrowers and lenders 
that result in credit rationing may be one cause for the restricted 
availability of access to funding. Lending technologies are made to 
lessen information asymmetry for lenders and are acceptable for 
outside sources of funding.

Both the BI and BE observed propensities are helpful in predicting 
the usage of DT, although BE showed a stronger effect with both 
volitional and non-volitional designations the impact on both intrinsic 
and extrinsic attributes represented to predict the use of DT in the 
hotel sector in Sri Lanka. It was based on the extended theories of the 
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) and 
predictive antecedents of Behavioural Intention (BI) and Behavioural 
Expectation (BE). Many firms were created to look for methods to 
work together in order to take advantage of the potential presented by 
the transformation to engage in social and commercial activations in 
the digital space as the capabilities for data collection developed.

Customer pleasure and giving them particular experiences are its 
main priorities. Because it depends so heavily on free time and 
discretionary spending, the hospitality sector is exceptional. For 
instance, a coffee cup intended for single use contains priceless paper 
fibres that could be recycled and reused numerous times but wind up in 
landfills. Turning this low value waste stream into a higher value 
product by constructing a new composite out of the components of the 
cup and additional recycled resins and bonding agents would solve the 
problem.
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